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We prove in this paper that in this sequence of factors the basic construction arises periodically from n to n steps, for any n. In fact we give a formula for a projection /" in M2n+y that implements the conditional expectation of Mn onto N: fn is a scalar multiple of the word of maximal length in {e;}o<i<2m namely
We mention that this result was independently obtained by A. Ocneanu [2] . We apply this theorem to show that if the logarithm of the index [M : N] equals the relative entropy H(M\N) considered in [3] , then one also has H(Mn]N) = ln[M" : N] for every n.
Since this equality characterizes an extremal case for an inclusion of factors, from the analysis of a similar situation in [3] we deduce several properties of the inclusion N C Mn and of the relative commutant N' fl Mn.
Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper M will be a finite factor with normalized trace r, r(l) = 1. We denote by ||x||2 = r(x*x)ll2, x E M, the Hilbert norm given by r and by L2(M,r) the Hilbert space completion of M in this norm. Assume that 3° holds. Using the "orthonormal basis" of [3] it is easy to see that the map (p:My -► M that sends Y^xieNy% to Y^xieVi ls a well-defined *-homomorphism.
Moreover <p satisfies mcfj(x) = <p(mx) for every m € M and x E My.
This shows that 0(1) is a projection that commutes with e and with every m E M. By (ii) we conclude that 0(1) is central and since e ^ 0 and M is a factor 0(1) = 1. This implies now that <p(m) = <p(ml) = m<p(l) = m and since obviously 0(ejy) = e we get 1°. Q.E.D.
The pair M C My having finite index one can construct its extension My C M2 and in fact the whole procedure may be iterated to get an increasing sequence of finite factors TV c M C My C M2 C ■■■, and orthogonal projections ej E Mi+y 
n-step extensions.
In this section we prove the main result of the paper: we show that if TV c M C Mi C • • • is the sequence of finite factors obtained by iterating the basic construction as in §1, then, for each n > 0, M2n+i is the extension of Mn by TV. In fact we give an explicit formula for a projection /" E M2n+1 which implements the conditional expectation of Mn onto TV and generates with Mn the factor M2n+1: fn will be a scalar multiple of the word of maximal length in eo, ei,..., e2n where ej E Mi+y are as in §1.
We define for each n, k > 0 the element where jt > fcj, ji+1 > j%, kt+1 > ki.
From this description of reduced words it follows that if a reduced word w is written with the letters er,er+y,... ,es (s > r) then er+j and es_j appear at most i + 1 times in w.
To prove the theorem we first show that gn are selfadjoint elements. This will be an easy consequence of the next two lemmas.
2.1 LEMMA, g® is the unique reduced word of maximal length in eo, ey,..., e2n.
PROOF. Since by definition gn is of the form (*) it is a reduced word. As noted before if w is an arbitrary reduced word in eo,ey,... ,e2n then eo,e2n appear at most once in w, ei, e2n_i at most twice and more generally ek,e2n_fc at most fc + 1 times. Thus the length of w is at most equal to 1 + 2-1-hn + (n + l)+n + -■ +2+1 and by inspecting the conditions ji > ki, ji+y > ji, fcj+i > fcj of (*) it follows that the only reduced word w with this length is obtained when ji = n + i, ki = i, i.e. w = g°n. Q.E.D.
2.2 LEMMA. // w is a reduced word in eo, ey,..., e2n then the reduced form of w* has the same length as w.
PROOF. Indeed, w* has length at most equal to that of w and since (w*)* = w, the statement follows. Q.E.D.
To prove that gn are scalar multiples of projections we have to compute (r/°)2-To do this we use an induction argument based on the formula To show that g® projects on a scalar in Mn we prove We can now prove the theorem. PROOF. We will prove the theorem by' induction over n > 0. If n = 0 then fo = eo and we have nothing to prove. Assume the statement is true up to n -1.
Let A = [M : TV]"1 and c" = A-n(n+1>/2. Since /" = cng° and g° is a word in eo, ey,..., e2n, which all commute with TV, it follows that fn E N' fl M2n+i. Note also that since e2n E M'2n_y n M2n+i, e2" commutes with gn_y E M2n-y. To see that </° is selfadjoint we use Lemma 2.2 to obtain that gn* has the same length as (?° and thus by Lemma 2.1 g° = (g")*. Further, Lemma 2.3 implies that
= Xnc-L1g°n = c-19°n.
Thus /" = cng° is a selfadjoint projection in TV'nM2n+i. Next we apply recursively Lemma 2.5 to get
EMn(fn) = cnEMn(g0n) = cnEMnEM2n(gn) = cnXn+l EMn (gln_y) = cnXn+1EMnEM2n^(9n-i) = cnX^+nEMn(92n-2) = ... = CnA("+1)+"+ ■+2EMn(gZ) = cnX{n+1)+n+-+2EMn(cn) = CnA(n+2)(n+l)/2lMn=A"+llA/n (we used g^ = e"). We preferred however the deductive argument of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 as it points out some properties of /".
3. Some applications.
In this section we derive some consequences on the inclusion TV c M". We consider the case when the relative entropy H(M\N) considered in [3] satisfies H(M\N) = ln[M : N]. An important case when this equality occurs is when TV' fl M = C (cf. [3] ). First we compute the relative entropy from n to n steps. Using now the same computations as in the proof of 2.6 it follows that EM'nM2n+l(gn) = A" gn_y.
By induction it follows that . Then (iii) follows by (i), (ii) and by the fact that given any trace preserving anti-isomorphism between two finite-dimensional algebras there exists a trace preserving isomorphism between them which acts on the centers in the same way the anti-isomorphism does. Q.E.D.
